#14 ‐ Facilities and Care Venues in 2039

Virtual Facilities Incorporate Nanoflex Designed Physical Spaces
Forecasts:
•
•

In 2039 most health care is provided in virtual world experiences, performed at home or
obtained in retail shopping venues so there are only a few advanced regional health care
facilities.
In 2039 health care facilities are flexible, self‐sustaining, eco‐friendly (carbon neutral) and
efficient, besides providing powerful healing environments for patients and staff.

Health care facilities underwent a prolonged transformation to achieve the platforms of 2039. This
occurred because of a realization that three elements must go hand‐in‐hand to achieve optimal
structures: (1) patient/customer needs, (2) advanced systems of care processes that optimize outcomes,
and (3) appropriate innovative buildings to serve requirements 1 and 2. Facilities are flexible because
these requirements are in constant flux. The net results are superb care with a dramatic decrease in
professional staff requirements and significant cost savings.
Care venues take into account patient convenience and streamlined staffing and technology
requirements with well designed, efficient and effective care processes. The majority of preventive and
therapeutic interventions are done through virtual‐environment services and home self‐care facilitated
by communications, biomonitoring, robotics and coaching technologies. More supportive services and
complex diagnostic and minimally invasive procedures are available in some workplaces and distributed
health clinics in commercial centers. Hospital care is seldom necessary so facilities are small, but highly
capable, geographically distributed, and shared by multiple health systems.
There are a few major centers of excellence for specialized, complex and infrastructure‐intensive
advanced health services. Major trauma is stabilized at the scene, and if serious the patient is put in
hibernation and safely transported in an “intensive support cocoon” to a regional specialized trauma
facility. Although most mental health, rehab and elder care is done at home or at daycare facilities,
there is a system of progressive assistive living venues.
Many features are standard in health facilities of all sizes and types:
A. Well designed care processes are important for patient convenience, efficiency, and high
quality. These are continuously refined through process improvement to provide superb
customer service and outstanding health outcomes while streamlining to reduce resources.
Facilities are designed around the latest effective processes, but are also created to be flexible
and easily modified. This is important in an industry with full transparency of outcomes, a single
global payment for the entire episode of care and intense global competition for patients.
B. The key elements of the healing environment are well understood and their effectiveness
confirmed so they are designed into facilities at the outset. Some important elements include
patient self‐control of surroundings, extensive incorporation of a natural environment (plentiful
windows for sunlight and viewing natural scenes, interior trees, plants and moving water,
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walking trails and patios, etc.), music and control of noise, and harmony and beauty of design
and furniture all add to the calm, uplifting environment for healing. The structure, furniture and
processes are designed for family participation in supporting the healing process. The facility is
also designed to create an efficient, pleasant milieu for staff harmony and effectiveness.
C. Facilities are designed to actually improve the environment. The adaptive “skin” of the building
automatically changes to control natural light, natural air flow, and interior climate control to
reduce energy demand while creating structural beauty. The use of solar, wind and in some
cases geothermal power provides independent energy sources with the additional goal of being
carbon neutral. The structure and surrounding landscape often improve environmental quality
with carbon sequestration, habitat for native animals and in some cases even fish hatcheries for
replenishing adjacent streams and lakes. Facility access through eco‐friendly public
transportation and pedestrian paths minimizes impact on the environment. Low carbon
footprint manufacturing, advanced nanoadaptive materials and molecular assembly are a
sustainability mandate.
D. Embedded technology and a comprehensive information network create intelligent facilities
that support the latest in environmental sensors, robotics, communications and advanced
medical technologies to support intensive patient healing modalities. The healing relationship is
extensively supported by “telepresence” of care providers, family and friends. Most health
services come to the patient rather than requiring movement all over the facility. Rooms adapt
to changing patient acuity so the patient does not have to change rooms during the stay.
Constant collection and integration of various sensor data populates the electronic health
record so staff entries are minimal. Smart systems analyze this blinded data of thousands of
patient experiences to determine the effectiveness of therapies in subpopulations and provide
guidance for personalized care. The smart structure also constantly senses environmental
changes, adapts and learns from the process.
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